
Code Smells 
All code, like fine cheese, smells a little. These smells aren’t necessarily bad, but they can indicate that 

there are deeper problems with the code or the design. They can also lead to bug farms later down the 

road, and nobody wants that! When you get a whiff of one of these, it’s good to stop, take a deeper 

look, and try to understand the source of the smell. Here are just a few examples of Code Smells: 

Dead or Unreachable Code 
Is there code that’s no longer being used? Is there code that can’t be reached (for example: an “else” 

after an “If” that can never be false?) Do you really need to keep it around?  

Duplicated Code 
 Is there code that is repeated multiple times? Consider pulling it out into a new method or class. 

 Is there repeated code that is almost the same, but with some minor differences? Consider 

pulling it out into a new method and taking a parameter for the difference. 

Long Methods or Large Classes 
 A long method can be hard to understand, and can make it hard to keep track of how different 

bits of code intertwine. Consider breaking long methods into smaller methods that do a single 

task. 

 The same goes for large classes. Should this be multiple classes instead? If it’s due to different 

options, perhaps you can use an Abstract Class or Interface with Subclasses? 

Long Parameter List 
Should this method be broken up? Should you be passing in a class instead? Long lists of parameters 

usually mean more complicated methods (see Long Methods or Large Classes…) 

Magic Numbers 
Are you adding/dividing/comparing/etc. values to hard-coded numbers? Is it obvious what those 

numbers represent? Consider defining a constant or variable for the value (descriptively named, of 

course!)  

Static Everything 
Are you using static methods where you should be using instance methods? What about variables? Too 

much intermixed static and instance code can make things harder to understand and maintain. 

Undescriptive Naming 
 It’s sweet to name your kids after your grandma. However, a variable named “Ethel” isn’t very 

useful to anyone. The same goes for things like “tmp.” 

 Be careful with abbreviated names – will the abbrevs mk sns dwn the rd? 

  



Bug Farms 
Bug Farms are types of code that are prone to bugs. Here are just a few of the things to keep an eye on 

when you’re reviewing code - whether it’s yours or someone else’s! 

Conditionals 
 Grouping - Are any &&’s and ||’s in the right order and groups? 

 If-Else If-Else usage - Are you using the right combination of If-Else If-Else? (eg: If – If – Else 

instead of If – Else If – Else) 

 One-line If Clauses – Even if you don’t need the braces, they sure can make things clearer. 

Loops 
 Infinite Loops - Can you spot any way the loop would never finish? 

 Out of Bounds - Can you see any way the loop could go index outside the bounds of an array? 

Overly Clever Code 
“Debugging is twice as hard as writing the code in the first place. Therefore, if you write the code as 

cleverly as possible, you are, by definition, not smart enough to debug it.” – Brian Kernighan 

You don’t get bonus points for being clever, so go for readability wherever you can! 

What Happens If It’s NULL? 
What happens if a parameter used in a method is passed as NULL? Could that ever happen? Consider 

checking for it if there’s a risk. 

Code Style 
This isn’t what code review is all about, but it’s good to keep an eye on the style of your codebase. 

 Indentation 

 Bracket Alignment 

 VariableAndMethodCasing 

 Comments 

 Other Coding Conventions - http://www.garfieldcs.com/2011/09/apcs-coding-conventions/  


